Fashion Design
Cory Linsmeyer, Instructor

I am a scrounger, so please, please, please, bring stuff you already have: buy 1.00/yd fabric and get the least expensive things you can. We'll work with whatever we have...that's how we roll at SAS. Like Tim Gunn, we'll "make it work".

Have to's:
- 2 yards bottom weight cotton or cotton blend fabric (light upholstery fabric is okay)
- 1 sketchbook 9" X 11" or larger
- 1 notebook of tracing paper
- 1 high fashion magazine
- pencils and erasers
- assortment of pens, markers, crayons, whatever you have lying around
- colored pencils (at least 24 colors, don't need new)
- pencil sharpener
- dressmakers measuring tape
- sewing pins (I like the kind with larger pearl heads)
- 2 spools of thread that coordinate with your fabric
- Sharp scissors or shears
- 1 zipper (jacket length)
- 1 plain white t-shirt
- 1 pair of white canvas shoes (slide on or lace up are fine)
- Some cash for thrifting!!!! No more than $25.00
- All the excitement you can muster

If you want to's:
- Fabric
- Trims
- Buttons
- Notions